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Abstract. This paper proves that if E is a field, such that the Galois
group G(E(p)/E) of the maximal p-extension E(p)/E is a Demushkin
group of finite rank r(p)E ≥ 3, for some prime number p, then G(E(p)/E)
does not possess nontrivial proper decomposition groups. When r(p)E =
2, it describes the decomposition groups of G(E(p)/E). The paper shows
that if (K, v) is a p-Henselian valued field with r(p)K ∈ N and a residue

field of characteristic p, then P ∼= eP or P is presentable as a semidirect

product Zτ
p o eP , for some τ ∈ N, where eP is a Demushkin group of rank

≥ 3 or a free pro-p-group. It also proves that when eP is of the former
type, it is continuously isomorphic to G(K′(p)/K′), for some local field
K′ containing a primitive p-th root of unity.

1. Introduction and statements of the main results

Let P be a pro-p-group, for some prime number p, and let r(P ) be the
rank of P , i.e. the cardinality of any minimal system of generators of P as
a profinite group. This paper is devoted to the study of P in case r(P ) ∈ N
and P is admissible, i.e. (continuously) isomorphic to the Galois group
G(E(p)/E) of the maximal p-extension E(p) of a field E (in a separable
closure Esep of E). Denote for brevity by r(p)E the rank of G(E(p)/E). It
is known that if p = char(E), then G(E(p)/E) is a free pro-p-group (cf. [33],
Ch. II, Proposition 2), so we consider fields of characteristic different from
p. Recall that if r(P ) = 1, then P is admissible if and only if it is isomorphic
to the additive group Zp of p-adic integers or p = 2 and P is of order 2 (cf.
[39], Theorem 2). Admissible P have been described, up-to isomorphisms,
in the special case where r(P ) = 2 and the ground field contains a primitive
p-th root of unity (see [24], page 107, and [17]). The description relies on
the fact that then P is a free pro-p-group or a Demushkin group unless
p = 2 and E is a formally real field, in the sense of Artin-Schreier (cf. [38],
Lemma 7, [26], Ch. XI, Sect. 2, and [32], Ch. I, 3.3 and 4.5).

In this paper, we focus our attention on the case where r(P ) ≥ 3 and
the considered ground fields are endowed with p-Henselian valuation. Our
starting point is the following result of local class field theory concerning
r(p)F = r, for an arbitrary finite extension F of the field Qp of p-adic
numbers of degree N (see [3] and [33], Ch. II, Theorems 3 and 4):
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(1.1) (i) r = N + 2 in case F contains a primitive p-th root of unity;
r = N + 1, otherwise.

(ii) The index of F ∗p in the multiplicative group F ∗ of F is equal to pr.

The structure of G(F (p)/F ) is determined as follows:

(1.2) G(F (p)/F ) is a free pro-p-group, if F does not contain a primitive
p-th root of unity (Shafarevich [35], see also [33], Ch. II, Theorem 3);
G(F (p)/F ) is a Demushkin group, otherwise (Demushkin [10, 11], Labute
[24] and Serre [32], see also [33], Ch. II, Theorem 4).

For convenience of the reader, we recall that an infinite pro-p-group P is
said to be a Demushkin group, if the continuous cohomology group homo-
morphism ϕh : H1(P,Fp) → H2(P,Fp) mapping each g ∈ H1(P,Fp) into
the cup-product h ∪ g is surjective, for every h ∈ H1(P,Fp) \ {0}, and the
group H2(P,Fp) is of order p (throughout this paper, Fp denotes a field with
p elements). The papers referred to in (1.2) contain a classification, up-to
a continuous isomorphism, of Demushkin pro-p-groups of finite ranks, for
each prime p. In particular, this classification yields the following:

(1.3) (i) The ranks of finitely-generated Demushkin pro-p-groups are even
numbers, provided that p > 2;

(ii) For each pair (d, θ) of positive integers with 2 | d, there exists a
Demushkin group Pd,θ, such that r(Pd,θ) = d and the reduced component of
the (continuous) character group C(Pd,θ) is cyclic of order pθ−1; when p > 2
or θ 6= 2, Pd,θ is uniquely determined, up-to an isomorphism;

(iii) For any integer d ≥ 2, there are pairwise nonisomorphic Demushkin
pro-2-groups Dn, n ∈ N, such that r(Dn) = d and the reduced components
of C(Dn) are of order 2, for each index n.

As shown by Pop [31], (2.7), statement (1.2) retains validity, if (F, v) is
a Henselian real-valued field with a residue field F̂ of characteristic p, a
p-indivisible value group v(F ) and a finite quotient group F ∗/F ∗p. These
results relate the admissibility problem for Demushkin groups of finite ranks
with the open question of whether every admissible Demushkin group P̃ of
rank r(P̃ ) ≥ 3 is standardly admissible, i.e. P̃ ∼= G(F (p)/F ), for some finite
extension F/Qp (see [14], Proposition 8.2). In view of the irreducibility of
the pn-th cyclotomic polynomial over Qp, for every n ∈ N (cf. [20], Ch.
8, Theorem 1), the papers quoted in (1.2) (ii) give the following necessary
conditions for standard admissibility of P̃ ; in view of (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3),
these conditions are sufficient in case p > 2 (see also [15], Theorem 7.3):

(1.4) With notations being as in (1.3) (ii), P̃ ∼= Pd,θ, where θ ≥ 2, d ≥ 3
and d− 2 is divisible by (p− 1)p(θ−2).

These results have been extended by Efrat [13, 14] to the case of p-
Henselian fields containing a primitive p-th root of unity (see [28], for an
earlier result of this kind concerning the absolute Galois groups of arbitrary
Henselian fields). The purpose of this paper is to extend the scope of (1.2)
along the lines drawn by Efrat (see [13], page 216). In order to simplify the
description of the obtained results, consider first an arbitrary nontrivially
valued field (K, v). In what follows, Ov(K) and K̂ will be the valuation
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ring and the residue field of (K, v), respectively, and Kh(v) will be a fixed
Henselization of K in Ksep relative to v (it is known that Kh(v) is uniquely
determined by (K, v), up-to a K-isomorphism, see [15]). Given a prime
number p 6= char(K), we denote by ε some primitive p-th root of unity in
Ksep, and by G(K) the minimal isolated subgroup of v(K) containing v(p).
By definition, ∆(v) is the following subgroup of v(K): ∆(v) = G(K) in case
ε /∈ Kh(v); if ε ∈ Kh(v), [K(ε) : K] = m and v′ is a valuation of K(ε) extend-
ing v, then ∆(v) is the minimal isolated subgroup of v(K) containing the
values v′((ε − c)m) : c ∈ Ov(K), c 6= ε. It is easy to see that G(K) = {0}
unless char(K̂) = p, and that ∆(v) does not depend on the choice of v′.
With these notation, the main results of this paper can be stated as follows:

Theorem 1.1. Let (K, v) be a p-Henselian field with char(K) = 0, char(K̂) =
p and r(p)K ∈ N. Then K̂ is perfect and the following conditions hold:

(i) G(K(p)/K) is a free pro-p-group if and only if ε /∈ Kh(v) or ∆(v) =
p∆(v);

(ii) G(K(p)/K) is isomorphic to a topological semidirect product Zκp o Ψ,
for some κ ∈ N and a free pro-p-group Ψ, if and only if G(K) = pG(K),
ε ∈ Kh(v) and the group ∆(v)/p∆(v) is of order pκ.

Theorem 1.2. Let (K, v) be a p-Henselian field, such that char(K) = 0,
char(K̂) = p and G(K) 6= pG(K). Then r(p)K ∈ N if and only if K̂ is finite,
G(K) is cyclic and, in case ε ∈ Kh(v), the group ∆(v)/p∆(v) is finite. When
this holds, the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) G(K(p)/K) ∼= Zκ−1
p oΨ, where κ ∈ N and Ψ is a standardly admissible

Demushkin group with r(Ψ) ≥ 3;
(ii) ε ∈ Kh(v) and ∆(v)/p∆(v) is of order pκ.

In particular, G(K(p)/K) is a Demushkin group if and only if ε ∈ Kh(v) and
the group ∆(v)/G(K) is p-divisible.

It is known that if (E,w) is a valued field and Ω/E is a Galois extension,
then the Galois group G(Ω/E) acts transitively on the set w(Ω/E) of valua-
tions of Ω extending w, whose value groups are included in a fixed divisible
hull of w(E). Therefore, the decomposition groups of G(Ω/E) attached to
w, i.e. the stabilizers Stab(w′) = {ψ ∈ G(Ω/E) : w′ ◦ ψ = w′}, where w′

runs across w(Ω/E), form a conjugacy class in G(Ω/E). Recall that each
admissible pro-p-group P is isomorphic to G(L(p)/L), for some Henselian
field (L, ω) (and thereby is realizable as a decomposition group). Indeed, it
is known (see, e.g., [18], Ch. 4, Sects. 6 and 7) that for each field F and
ordered abelian group Γ there exists a Henselian field (K, v) with K̂ ∼= F
and v(K) = Γ, so the noted property of P can be obtained from (2.3) (ii)
and (2.7). Note also that, by the Endler-Engler-Schmidt theorem, see [16],
for any nontrivial valuation ω′ of L, which is independent of ω, the decom-
position group of G(L(p)/L) attached to ω is trivial. Our third main result
proves that if P is an admissible Demushkin group and 3 ≤ r(P ) <∞, then
its nontrivial proper subgroups are not realizable as decomposition groups.
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Theorem 1.3. Let E be a field with a nontrivial Krull valuation w. Assume
that v is not p-Henselian, G(E(p)/E) is a Demushkin group, r(p)E ∈ N and
r(p)E ≥ 3. Then E(p) is included in any Henselization Eh(v) ⊆ Esep.

The main results of this paper enable one to show (see Remarks 7.3 and
5.3) that admissible Demushkin pro-p-groups of rank ≥ 3 will be standardly
admissible, if the considered ground fields contain primitive p-th roots of
unity, and the following open problem has an affirmative solution:

(1.5) Let F be a field, such that r(p)F ≥ 1 and F (p) ⊆ Fh(ω), for each
nontrivial Krull valuation ω of F , and suppose that the transcendency degree
of F over its prime subfield is finite. Is G(F (p)/F ) a free pro-p-group?

It is known (see [36], page 265, and [32], Ch. I, 4.2) that if F is a field
with a primitive p-th root of unity, then G(F (p)/F ) is a free pro-p-group
if and only if r(p)F ≥ 1 and the p-component Br(F )p of the Brauer group
Br(F ) is trivial. When F (p) = Fsep and p 6= char(F ), the fulfillment of (1.5)
implies that Br(F ) = {0} in all presently known cases, since then F turns out
to be pseudo algebraically closed, i.e. each geometrically irreducible affine
variety defined over F has an F -rational point (see [19], Theorem 10.17 and
Problem 11.5.9, and [33], Ch. II, 3.1).

The basic notation, terminology and conventions kept in this paper are
standard and virtually the same as in [6]. Throughout, P denotes the set
of prime numbers, Brauer and value groups are written additively, Galois
groups are viewed as profinite with respect to the Krull topology, and by a
profinite group homomorphism, we mean a continuous one. For any field E,
E∗ denotes its multiplicative group, E∗n = {an : a ∈ E∗}, for each n ∈ N,
GE = G(Esep/E) stands for the absolute Galois group of E, and for each
p ∈ P, pBr(E) = {bp ∈ Br(E) : pbp = 0} and P (E) = {p ∈ P : E(p) 6= E}.
We denote by s(E) the class of finite-dimensional simple E-algebras, d(E)
is the subclass of division algebras from s(E), and for each A ∈ s(E), [A] is
the similarity class of A in Br(E). As usual, Br(E′/E) denotes the relative
Brauer group of an arbitrary field extension E′/E. We write ρE′/E for
the scalar extension map of Br(E) into Br(E′), and I(E′/E) for the set of
intermediate fields of E′/E.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 includes preliminaries on
Krull valuations used in the sequel. Section 3 contains characterizations of
free pro-p-groups and of Demushkin groups of finite ranks in the class of
Galois groups of maximal p-extensions. The proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2
is divided into three parts presented in Sections 4, 5 and 6. This allows
us to determine the structure of G(K(p)/K) by a reduction to the special
case where K contains a primitive p-th root of unity (see Remark 6.3).
Specifically, it becomes clear (Corollary 6.4) that a pro-p-group P of rank 2
is isomorphic to G(K(p)/K), for some p-Henselian field (K, v), if and only
if P is a free pro-p-group or a Demushkin group. Theorem 1.3 is deduced
from Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in Section 7, where we also present a description
of the decomposition groups of Demushkin groups of rank 2.
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2. Preliminaries on Henselian Ω-valuations

Let K be a field with a nontrivial valuation v, Ov(K) = {a ∈ K : v(a) ≥
0} the valuation ring of (K, v), Mv(K) = {µ ∈ K : v(µ) > 0} the maxi-
mal ideal of Ov(K), v(K) and K̂ = Ov(K)/Mv(K) the value group and the
residue field of (K, v), respectively. For each γ ∈ v(K), γ ≥ 0, we denote by
∇γ(K) the set {λ ∈ K : v(λ− 1) > γ}. As usual, the completion of K rela-
tive to (the topology induced by) v is denoted by Kv, and is considered with
its valuation v̄ continuously extending v. Whenever v(E) is Archimedean,
i.e. it is embeddable as an ordered subgroup in the additive group R of real
numbers, we identify v(E) with its isomorphic copy in R. In what follows,
Isv(K) denotes the set of isolated subgroups of v(K) different from v(K).
It is well-known (cf. [2], Ch. VI, Sect. 4.3) that each H ∈ Isv(K) is a pure
subgroup of v(K), the ordering of v(K) induces canonically on v(K)/H a
structure of an ordered group, and one can naturally associate with v and
H a valuation vH of K with vH(K) = v(K)/H. Unless specified other-
wise, KH will denote the residue field of (K, vH), ηH the natural projection
OvH (K) → KH , and v̂H the valuation of KH induced canonically by v and
H. The valuations v, vH and v̂H are related as follows:

(2.1) (i) v̂H(KH) = H, K̂H is isomorphic to K̂ and ηH induces a surjective
homomorphism of Ov(K) upon Ov̂H

(KH) (cf. [15], Proposition 5.2.1).
(ii) For each H ∈ Isv(K), vH induces on K the same topology as v; the

mapping of Isv(K) on the set Vv of proper subrings of K including Ov, by
the rule X → vX(K), X ∈ Isv(K), is an inclusion-preserving bijection.

(iii) If v(K) properly includes the union H(K) of the groups H ∈ Isv(K),
then v(K)/H(K) is Archimedean (cf. [15], Theorem 2.5.2).

We say that the valuation v is Ω-Henselian, for a given normal extension
Ω/K, if v is uniquely, up-to an equivalence, extendable to a valuation vL
on each L ∈ I(Ω/K). In order that v is Ω-Henselian, it is necessary and
sufficient that the Hensel-Rychlik condition holds (cf. [15], Sect. 18.1):

(2.2) Given a polynomial f(X) ∈ Ov(K)[X], which fully decomposes in
Ω[X], and an element a ∈ Ov(K), such that 2v(f ′(a)) < v(f(a)), where f ′

is the formal derivative of f , there is a zero c ∈ Ov(K) of f satisfying the
equality v(c− a) = v(f(a)/f ′(a)).

If v is Ω-Henselian and L ∈ I(Ω/K), then vL is Ω-Henselian. In this case,
we denote by L̂ the residue field of (L, vL), put v(L) = vL(L), and write Lv
for the completion of L with respect to vL. When v(K) is non-Archimedean,
the Ω-Henselian property can be also characterized as follows:

Proposition 2.1. Let (K, v) be a valued field, and let H ∈ Isv(K). Then v

is Ω-Henselian if and only if vH is Ω-Henselian and v̂H is Ω̂-Henselian.

Proof. Suppose first that vH is Ω-Henselian and v̂H is Ω̂-Henselian. Fix a
monic polynomial f(X) ∈ Ov(K)[X], which fully decomposes over Ω and
has a simple zero β ∈ Ov(K) modulo Mv(K). Denote by f̂H the reduction
of f modulo MvH (K). Then β ∈ OvH (K), f̂H(X) ∈ Ov̂H

(KH)[X], and the
residue class β̂H ∈ KH is a simple zero of f̂H modulo Mv̂H

(KH). Hence, by
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the Ω̂-Henselian property of v̂H , f̂H has a simple zero α̃H ∈ Ov̂H
(KH), such

that β̂H − α̃H ∈ Mv̂H
(KH). Now take a preimage αH of α̃H in OvH (K).

The preceding observations indicate that f(αH) ∈ MvH (K) and f ′(αH) /∈
MvH (K). Since vH is Ω-Henselian, it follows from (2.2) that OvH (K) con-
tains a simple zero α of f with the property that α − αH ∈ MvH (K). As
Ov(K) is an integrally closed ring, it is now easy to see that α ∈ Ov(K) and
α− β ∈Mv(K), which proves that v is Ω-Henselian.

Conversely, assume that v is Ω-Henselian, fix a finite field extension L/K,
denote by OH(L) the integral closure of OvH (K) in L, and let w1 and w2

be valuations of L extending vH . The Ω-Henselian property of v ensures
that Ov(L) equals the integral closure of Ov(K) in L. At the same time,
one concludes that Ov(L) ⊆ OH(L) ⊆ Owj (L) and Owj (L) = OvL,Hj (L),
for some Hj ∈ IsvL(L), j = 1, 2. Since the set of valuation subrings of L
including Ov(L) is a chain with respect to set-theoretic inclusion, one can
assume without loss of generality that Ow1(L) ⊆ Ow2(L), whence H1 ⊆ H2

(see [2],Ch. VI, Sect. 4, Proposition 4). As Hj ∈ IsvL(L), j = 1, 2, this
means that H2/H1 is a torsion-free group, whereas Ostrowski’s theorem
implies that H is a subgroup of Hj of index dividing [L : K], for each index
j. Therefore, H2/H1 is a homomorphic image of H2/H, whence its order
also divides [L : K]. The obtained results prove that H1 = H2 and vH
is Ω-Henselian. It remains to be seen that v̂H is Ω̂-Henselian. Let h̃(X) =
Xn+

∑n−1
i=0 ãiX

n−i ∈ Ov̂H
(KH)[X] have a simple zero η̃ ∈ Ov̂H

(KH) modulo
Mv̂H

(KH), and let ai be a preimage of ãi in Ov̂H
(KH), for i = 1, . . . , n− 1.

Then h(X) = Xn+
∑n−1

i=0 aiX
n−i lies in Ov(K)[X] and Ov(K) contains any

preimage η of η̃ in OvH (K). Moreover, by the Ω-Henselity of v, the coset
η+Mv(K) contains a simple zero ξ of h. This implies h̃(ξ̂H) = 0, h̃′(ξ̂H) 6= 0
and ξ̂H − η̃ ∈Mv̂H

(KH)[X], which proves that v̂H is Ω̂-Henselian. �

A finite extension R of K in Ω is said to be inertial, if R has a unique,
up-to an equivalence, valuation vR extending v, the residue field R̂ of (R, vR)
is separable over K̂, and [R : K] = [R̂ : K̂]. When v is Ω-Henselian, these
extensions have the following frequently used properties (see [21], page 135
and Theorems 2.8 and 2.9, for the case where v is Henselian):

(2.3) (i) An inertial extension R of K in Ω is Galois if and only if R̂/K̂ is
Galois. When this holds, G(R/K) and G(R̂/K̂) are canonically isomorphic.

(ii) The set of inertial extensions of K in Ω is closed under the forma-
tion of subextensions and finite compositums. The compositum Ω0 of these
extensions is Galois over K with G(Ω0/K) ∼= G(Ω̂/K̂).

Proposition 2.2. Let (K, v) be a nontrivially valued field and (Kh(v), σ) a
Henselization of (K, v). Then the residue field of (Kh(v), σH) is isomorphic
to KH , for each H ∈ Isv(K). Moreover, if v(p) ∈ H, for some p ∈ P, then
Kh(v) contains a primitive p-th root of unity if and only if so does KH .

Proof. Fix Henselizations (Kh(vH), ωH) : Kh(vH) ⊆ Ksep, and (Φ̃, ṽH) : Φ̃ ⊆
KH,sep, of (K, vH) and (KH , v̂H), respectively, and denote by Σ(H) the com-
positum of the inertial extensions of Kh(vH) in Ksep relative to σH . Also, let
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Φ be the preimage of Φ̃ under the bijection I(Σ(H))/Kh(vH)) → I(K̂sep/K̂),
canonically induced by the natural homomorphism of OωH (Σ(H)) into K̂sep,
and let ϕH be the valuation of Φ extending ωH . It follows from Proposi-
tion 2.1 and [15], Theorem 15.3.5, that (Kh(vH), ωH) can be chosen so that
Kh(vH) ⊆ Kh(v) and ωH is induced by σH . It is easily verified that Φ̃ is
the residue field of (Φ, ϕH) and there exists a valuation φ of Φ, such that
φH = ϕH and φ̂H = ṽH . Moreover, it follows from Proposition 2.1, the
definition of Φ̃ and the observation concerning (KvH , ωH) that (Φ, φ) is a
Henselization of (K, v). In view of [15], Theorem 15.3.5, this proves the
former assertion of Proposition 2.2. The rest of our proof relies on the well-
known fact that a field F with a Henselian valuation f contains a primitive
p-th root of unity, for a given p ∈ P, p 6= char(F̂ ), if and only if F̂ contains
such a root. When v(p) ∈ H, this applies to (Φ, ϕH), so the latter assertion
of Proposition 2.2 can be viewed as a consequence of the former one. �

The following lemma plays a major role in the study of G(K(p)/K) when
(K, v) is p-Henselian (i.e. K(p)-Henselian, see also (2.4)). For convenience
of the reader, we prove the lemma here (referring to [27], for a much more
general result in the case where K is dense in its Henselizations).

Lemma 2.3. Let (K, v) be a valued field and F̃ an extension of K̂ in K̂(p)
of degree p ∈ P. Then F̃ has an inertial lift in K(p) over K, i.e. there exists
an inertial extension F of K in K(p), such that F̂ ∼= F̃ over K̂.

Proof. If char(K) = p, then our assertion is an easy consequence of the
Artin-Schreier theory, so we assume further that char(K) = p′ 6= p. Suppose
first that v is of height n ∈ N. When n = 1, our assertion is a special case
of Grunwald-Wang’s theorem (cf. [27]). Proceeding by induction on n, we
prove the statement of the lemma, under the hypothesis that n ≥ 2 and it
holds for valued fields of heights < n. Let H be the maximal group from
Isv(K). Then the valuation v̂H of KH is of height n−1 and, by the inductive
hypothesis, F̃ has an inertial lift F̃H ⊆ KH(p) over KH relative to v̂H . Note
also that if F ∈ I(K(p)/K) is an inertial lift of F̃H over K relative to vH ,
then it is an inertial lift of F̃ over K with respect to v as well.

In order to complete the proof of Lemma 2.3 it remains to be seen that it
reduces to the special case in which v is of finite height. Let F be the prime
subfield of K. Clearly, it suffices to show that one may consider only the case
where K/F has finite transcendency degree. Fix a Henselization (Kh(v), σ) of
(K, v) (with Kh(v) ∈ I(Ksep/K)) and an inertial lift H(F̃ ) ∈ I(Ksep/Kh(v))
of F̃ over Kh(v). Let f(X) = Xp +

∑p
i=1 ciX

p−i be the minimal polynomial
over Kh(v) of some primitive element η1 of H(F̃ )/Kh(v) lying in Oσ(H(F̃ )).
Denote by S the set {ηi : i = 1, . . . , p} of zeroes of f(X) in Ksep, and by
T the set of Kh(v)-coordinates of the zeroes ηi : i = 2, . . . , p, with respect
to the Kh(f)-basis ηj−1

1 , j = 1, . . . , p, of H(F̃ ). Our choice of η1 ensures the
inclusion Yf = {ci : i = 1, . . . , p} ⊂ Oσ(Kh(v)). As the valued extension
(Kh(v), σ)/(K, v) is immediate, Ov(K) contains a system of representatives
Y ′
f = {c′i : i = 1, . . . , p} of the elements of Yf modulo the ideal Mσ(Kh(v)).
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Let S′ and T ′ be the sets of coefficients of the minimal (monic) polynomials
over K of the elements of Yf and T , respectively, and let Λ0 be the extension
of F generated by the union Yf ∪ Y ′

f ∪S ∪S′ ∪ T ∪ T ′. Assume that Λ is the
algebraic closure of Λ0 in Ksep, Φ = K∩Λ, Φ′ = Kh(v)∩Λ, and ψ and ψ′ are
the valuations induced by σ on Φ and Φ′, respectively. It is easily verified
that the polynomial g(X) = Xp +

∑p
i=1 c

′
iX

p−i lies in Oψ(Φ)[X] and the
root field F̃0, over Φ̂, of its reduced polynomial ĝ modulo Mψ(Φ) is a cyclic
extension of Φ̂ of degree p. Observing that ψ is of height ≤ 1+d, where d is
the transcendency degree of Φ/F, one concludes that F̃0 has an inertial lift
F0 ∈ I(Φ(p)/Φ) over Φ. Since ĝ remains irreducible over K̂, the compositum
F = F0K is an inertial lift of F̃ over K, so Lemma 2.3 is proved. �

When (K, v) is a p-Henselian field, for a given p ∈ P, (2.3) and Lemma
2.3, combined with Galois theory and the subnormality of proper subgroups
of finite p-groups (cf. [26], Ch. I, Sect. 6), imply the following assertions:

(2.4) (i) Each finite extension F̃ of K̂ in K̂(p), possesses a uniquely de-
termined, up-to a K-isomorphism, inertial lift over K relative to v;

(ii) The residue field of (K(p), vK(p)) is K̂-isomorphic to K̂(p).

Statements (2.4) and the following assertion reduce the study of a number
of algebraic properties of maximal p-extensions of p-Henselian fields to the
special case of Henselian ground fields:

(2.5) Let (K, v) be a p-Henselian field, (Kh(v), σ) a Henselization of (K, v),
and U the compositum of inertial extensions ofK inK(p) relative to v. Then
UKh(v) is Kh(v)-isomorphic to the tensor product U ⊗K Kh(v), and equals
the compositum of inertial extensions of Kh(v) in Kh(v)(p) relative to σ.

Statement (2.5) is implied by (2.4) and the fact that (Kh(v), σ) is immediate
over (K, v). In the sequel, we will also need the following characteriza-
tion of finite extensions of Kv in Kv(p), in case v is p-Henselian with v(K)
Archimedean (cf. [2], Ch. VI, Sect. 8.2, and [21], page 135):

(2.6) (i) Every finite extension L of Kv in Kv,sep is Kv-isomorphic to
L̃⊗KKv and L̃v, where L̃ is the separable closure of K in L. The extension
L/Kv is Galois if and only if so is L̃/K; when this holds, G(L/Kv) and
G(L̃/K) are canonically isomorphic.

(ii) Ksep ⊗K Kv is a field and there are canonical isomorphisms Ksep ⊗K
Kv

∼= Kv,sep and GK ∼= GKv .

For example, when char(K) = 0, K̂ is finite, char(K̂) = p and the minimal
group G(K) ∈ Isv(K) containing v(p) is cyclic, (2.6) allows us to determine
the structure of G(K(p)/K) in accordance with (1.1) and (1.2). As noted in
the Introduction, the concluding result of this Section enables one to prove
that admissible pro-p-groups are isomorphic to decomposition groups; this
result can be deduced from Galois theory and the main result of [28]:

(2.7) For each Henselian field (K, v), there is R ∈ I(Ksep/K), such that
GR ∼= G

bK
, v(R) is divisible and finite extensions of R in Ksep are inertial.
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3. Free pro-p-groups and Demushkin groups in the class of Galois
groups of maximal p-extensions

The purpose of this Section is to characterize the groups pointed out in
its title. Our argument relies on the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3.1. Let A be an abelian torsion p-group, µ a positive integer di-
viding p − 1, ϕ an automorphism of A of order µ, and εµ a primitive µ-th
root of unity in the ring Zp of p-adic integers. Then ϕ and the mapping
ϕu → εuµ, u = 0, . . . , µ − 1, induce canonically on A a structure of a Zp-
module. This module decomposes into a direct sum A = ⊕µ−1

u=0Au, where
Au = {au ∈ A : ϕ(au) = εuau}, for each index u.

Proof. The scalar multiplication Zp×A→ A is uniquely defined by the group
operation in A and the rule z.a = 0: a ∈ A, pka = 0, z ∈ pkZp. For each
n ∈ N, denote by sn the integer satisfying the conditions εµ − sn ∈ pnZp
and 0 ≤ sn ≤ pn − 1. It is easily seen that εuµa = sna whenever a ∈ A,

n ∈ N and pna = 0. Note also that the element au =
∑µ−1

u′=0 ε
(µ−u)u′
µ ϕu

′
(a)

lies in Au, for u = 0, . . . , µ − 1. Since the matrix (zij) = (ε(1−i)(j−1)
µ ),

1 ≤ i, j ≤ µ, is invertible in the ring Mµ(Zp), this implies that the Zp-
submodule of A generated by the elements au, u = 0, . . . , µ − 1, contains
ϕu

′−1(a), for u′ = 0, . . . , µ−1, which completes the proof of Lemma 3.1. �

Lemma 3.2. Let E be a field with r(p)E ∈ N, for some p ∈ P (E), p 6=
char(E), and let L be an extension of E in E(p) of degree p. Assume that
ε is a primitive p-th root of unity in Esep, ϕ is a generator of G(E(ε)/E),
and Eε = {a ∈ E(ε)∗ : ϕ(a)a−s ∈ E(ε)∗p}, where s is an integer satisfying
the equality εs = ϕ(ε). Put N(L/E)ε = Eε ∩ N(L(ε)/E(ε)) and denote by
pt the index of E(ε)∗p in N(L/E)ε. Then:

(i) Each λ ∈ N(L/E)ε is presentable as a product λ = N
L(ε)
E(ε)(λ̃)λp0, for

some λ̃ ∈ Lε, λ0 ∈ E(ε)∗p;
(ii) r(p)L = r(p)E + (p− 1)(t− 1);
(iii) Eε ⊆ N(L(ε)/E(ε)) if and only if r(p)L = 1 + p(r(p)E − 1).

Proof. Fix a generator ψ of G(L/E), denote by ψ̄ the E(ε)-automorphism
of L(ε) extending ψ, set [E(ε) : E] = m, and for each λ ∈ L(ε), let ρ(λ) =∏m−1
i=0 ϕ̄i(λ)l

i
, where ϕ̄ is the L-automorphism of L(ε) extending ϕ, and l is

an integer with 0 < l ≤ p − 1 and sl ≡ 1(mod p). It is easily verified that
ρ(a)a−m ∈ E(ε)∗p, for each a ∈ Eε. Note also that L(ε)/E is cyclic, whence
N
L(ε)
E(ε)(ϕ̄(u)) = ϕ(NL(ε)

E(ϕ)(u)), for each u ∈ L(ε). This proves Lemma 3.2 (i).
Lemma 3.2 (iii) is implied by Lemma 3.2 (ii), so we turn to the proof

of Lemma 3.2 (ii). It is easily obtained from Kummer theory and [39],
Theorem 2, that t = 0 if and only if p = 2, E is a Pythagorean field (i.e.
formally real with E∗2 closed under addition) and L = E(

√
−1). When this

holds, it can be deduced from Hilbert’s Theorem 90 (cf. [26], Ch. VIII,
Sect. 6) that L∗ = K∗L∗2 and L∗2 ∩K∗ = K∗2 ∪−1.K∗2. This implies that
r(2)L = r(2)E − 1, as claimed by Lemma 3.2. Henceforth, we assume that
t > 0. Suppose first that r(p)E = 1. Then it follows from [39], Theorem 2,
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that G(E(p)/E) ∼= Zp unless p = 2 and E is Pythagorean with a unique
ordering (i.e. with E∗ = E∗2 ∪ −1.E∗2). This, combined with Albert’s
theorem (cf. [1], Ch. IX, Sect. 6) or [6], Lemma 3.5, proves our assertion.
Henceforth, we assume that r(p)E ≥ 2. It follows from Kummer theory and
Albert’s theorem that Eε/E(ε)∗p has dimension r(p)E as an Fp-vector space.
More precisely, it is easily verified that there exist a1, . . . , ar(p)E

∈ Eε, such
that the cosets ajE(ε)∗p, j = 1, . . . , r(p)E , form a basis of Eε/E(ε)∗p and
the following conditions hold:

(3.1) (i) L(ε) is generated over E(ε) by a p-th root ξ1 of a1; moreover, a1

can be chosen so that ξ1 ∈ Lε;
(ii) There is an index t̄ ≥ 2, such that ai ∈ N(L(ε)/E(ε)), i = 2, . . . , t̄,

and ai /∈ N(L(ε)/E(ε)), i > t;
(iii) at+1 = −a1, provided that p = 2, −1 /∈ E∗2 and a1 /∈ N(L/E).

In view of Lemma 3.2 (i), Lε contains elements ξ1, . . . , ξt ∈ Lε, such that
ξp1a

−1
1 ∈ E(ε)∗p and N

L(ε)
E(ε)(ξi)a

−1
i ∈ E(ε)∗p, for i = 2, . . . , t̄. For each index

i ≥ 2, put ξi,0 = ξi, and ξi,j = ψ̄(ξi,(j−1))ξ
−1
i,(j−1), for j = 2, . . . , (p−1). Using

repeatedly Hilbert’s Theorem 90 (as in the proof of implication (cc)→(c) of
[6], (5.3)), one concludes that Lε/L(ε)∗p contains as an Fp-basis the following
set S of cosets:

(3.2) (i) If p > 2 or −1 /∈ E∗2, then S consists of ξ1L(ε)∗p, ξi,jL(ε)∗p,
2 ≤ i ≤ t̄, 0 ≤ j ≤ (p− 1), and auL(ε)∗p, u > t;

(ii) When p = 2 and a1 /∈ N(L/E), S is formed by ξ1L(ε)∗2, ξi,jL(ε)∗2,
2 ≤ i ≤ t̄− 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ 1, and auL(ε)∗2, u ≥ t̄;

(iii) If p = 2, −1 /∈ E∗2 and there is ξ′1 ∈ L of norm NL
E(ξ′1) = a1, then S

equals ξ′1L(ε)∗2, ξi,jL(ε)∗2, 2 ≤ i ≤ t̄, 0 ≤ j ≤ 1, and auL(ε)∗2, u > t̄.

Note finally that, by [1], Ch. IX, Theorem 6, and Kummer theory, r(p)L
equals the dimension of Lε/L(ε)∗p as an Fp-vector space. This implies that
the index t̄ in (3.1) is equal to t in cases (i) and (iii) of (3.2), and in case (3.2)
(ii), t̄ = t+ 1. Therefore, Lemma 3.2 (ii) can be deduced from (3.2). �

Corollary 3.3. Let E be a field with r(p)E ∈ N, for some p ∈ P (E). Then
G(E(p)/E) is a free pro-p-group if and only if r(p)L = 1 + [L : E], for every
finite extension L of E in E(p).

Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.2 (iii), Galois theory and the charac-
terization of free pro-p-groups of finite rank by the indices of their open
subgroups (cf. [32], Ch. I, 4.2). �

Assume that E is a field with r(p)E ≤ ∞, for some p ∈ P (E), p 6=
char(E), take ε, ϕ, s and l as in Lemma 3.2, and put m = [E(ε) : E].
In view of Lemma 3.1, then the action of G(E(ε)/E) on E(ε) canoni-
cally induces on E(ε), E(ε)∗ and Br(E(ε))p structures of modules over the
group ring Z[G(E(ε)/E)]. Note further that the Zp-submodules Br(E(ε))p,j
j = 0, . . . ,m − 1, of Br(E(ε))p are Z[G(E(ε)/E)]-submodules too. De-
note by Y any of the groups E(ε)∗/E(ε)∗p, pBr(E(ε)) and Hp(E(ε)) =
Br(E(p)(ε)/E(ε))∩pBr(E(ε)). The preceding observations show that Y can
be viewed in a natural manner as a module over the group ring Fp[G(E(ε)/E)],
which satisfies the following:
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(3.3) The set Yj = {yj ∈ Y : ϕ(yj) = sjyj} is an Fp[G(E(ε)/E)]-
submodule of Y , for j = 0, 1, . . . ,m−1; the sum of submodules Y0, . . . , Ym−1,
is direct and equal to Y .

In view of the Merkur’ev-Suslin theorem [29], (16.1), this ensures that

(3.4) pBr(E(ε)) is generated by the similarity classes of symbol division
E(ε)-algebras Aε(E(ε); a, b) of Schur index p, where a and b lie in he union
of the sets Eε,j = {aj ∈ E(ε)∗ : ϕ(aj)a−s

j

j ∈ E(ε)∗p}, j = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1.

It is easily obtained from Kummer theory and elementary properties of cyclic
E(ε)-algebras (cf. [26], Ch. VIII, Sect. 6, and [30], Sect. 15.1, Corollary a)
that (3.4) can be supplemented as follows:

(3.5) If a ∈ Eε,j′ and b ∈ Eε,j′′ , then [Aε(E(ε); a, b)] ∈p Br(E(ε))j̄ , where
j̄ is the remainder of j′ + j′′ − 1 modulo m.

Denote for brevity Hp(E(ε))1 by Hp,1(E). Using (3.4) and (3.5) (see also
[30], Sect. 15.1, Proposition b, and for more details, [9], Sect. 3), one
concludes that G(E(p)/E) is a free pro-p-group if and only if any of the
following three equivalent conditions holds:

(3.6) (i) Hp,1(E) = {0};
(ii) Eε ⊆ N(L(ε)/E(ε)), for each finite extension L of E in E(p);
(iii) Lε ⊆ N(L′(ε)/L(ε)) whenever L′ is a finite extension of E in E(p),

L ∈ I(L′/E) and L is a maximal subfield of L′.

It is known that the class of Demushkin groups is closed under taking
open subgroups (see, e.g., [32], Ch. I, 4.5). Our next result characterizes
Demushkin groups among finitely-generated Galois groups of maximal p-
extensions (for a proof, see [9]); characterizations of Demushkin groups in
the class of finitely generated one-relator pro-p-groups can be found in [12].

Proposition 3.4. Let E be a field such that r(p)E ∈ N, for some p ∈ P (E),
p 6= char(E), and let ε be a primitive p-th root of unity in Esep. Then the
following conditions are equivalent:

(i) G(E(p)/E) is a Demushkin group;
(ii) Hp,1(E) is of order p and Hp,1(E) ⊆ Br(L(ε)/E(ε)), provided L ∈

I(E(p)/E) and [L : E] = p;
(iii) For each α ∈ Eε \E(ε)∗p and ∆p ∈ d(E(ε)) with [∆p] ∈ Hp,1(E), ∆p

is E(ε)-isomorphic to Aε(E(ε);α, β), for some β ∈ Eε);
(iv) r(p)R = 2+[R : E](r(p)E−2) in case R ∈ I(E(p)/E) and [R : E] ∈ N.

Note that the implication (i)→(iv) in Proposition 3.4 follows from [22],
Proposition 5.4, Galois theory and the fact that every Demushkin group P
is of cohomological dimension cd(P ) = 2 (cf. [32], Ch. I, 4.5).

Remark 3.5. Let P1 and P2 be pro-p-groups, for a given p ∈ P, such that
Pj ∼= Zmj

p o Φ1, j = 1, 2, where mj is an integer ≥ 0 and Φj is a free pro-p-
group with r(Φj) ≥ 2 or a Demushkin group with r(Φj) ≥ 3, for each index
j. It follows from (1.1), Corollary 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 (iii) that if Rj is
a closed proper subgroup of Φj and r(Rj) = 2, then the index of Rj in Φj

is infinite. Hence, by [23], Theorem 2 (ii), Rj is a free pro-p-group. This,
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combined with Corollary 3.3 and Galois cohomology (see [32], Ch. I, 4.1),
implies that if Aj ≤ Φj , Aj 6= {0} and Aj is abelian and closed in Φj , then
Aj ∼= Zp. Since the set of closed normal subgroups of Φj is closed under
taking centralizers, and the automorphism group Aut(Zp) is isomorphic to
the direct sum Z/(p− 1)Z⊕Zp, it is also clear that Aj is not normal in Φj .
These observations indicate that if P1

∼= P2, then Φ1
∼= Φ2 and m1 = m2.

4. Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in the case of v(K) = G(K)

The main purpose of this Section is to prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in the
special case where v(K) = G(K) 6= pv(K). Let (K, v) be a p-Henselian field
with char(K̂) = p. First we show that K̂ is perfect, provided that r(p)K ∈ N.
This result is presented by the following lemma (proved in [31], (2.7), and
[13], Proposition 3.1, under heavier assumptions like the one that the group
K∗/K∗p is finite). This lemma does not require that v(K) 6= pv(K).

Lemma 4.1. Assume that (K, v) is a p-Henselian field, such that K̂ is
imperfect and char(K̂) = p. Then r(p)K = ∞. Moreover, if char(K) = p
or v(p) ∈ pv(K), then there exists Λ ∈ I(K(p)/K), such that [Λ: K] =
[Λ̂ : K̂] = p and Λ̂ is purely inseparable over K̂.

Proof. Let F̃ be the prime subfield of K̂, B̃ a basis of the field K̂p = {ûp : û ∈
K̂} as a vector space over F̃, and B a (full) system of preimages of the
elements of B̃ in Ov(K). The condition on K̂ guarantees that B̃ is infinite.
Suppose first that char(K) = p, put ρ(K) = {αp − α : α ∈ K}, denote by
F the prime subfield of K, and fix a nonzero element π ∈ Mv(K). Clearly,
the natural homomorphism of Ov(K) upon K̂ induces an isomorphism F ∼=
F̃. Note also that ρ(K) is an additive subgroup of K, and by the Artin-
Schreier theorem (cf. [26], Ch. VIII, Sect. 6), the group K/ρ(K) can
be canonically viewed as an F-vector space of dimension r(p)K . It follows
from the p-Henselian property of K and the Artin-Schreier theorem that,
for each a ∈ Ov(K) with v(a) = 0 and a residue class â /∈ Kp, the root
field Λa of the polynomial Xp −X − π−pa is a cyclic extension of K, such
that [Λa : K] = [Λ̂a : K̂] = p and Λ̂a/K̂ is purely inseparable. This implies
that the cosets abπ−p+ρ(K), b ∈ B, are linearly independent over F, which
proves Lemma 4.1 in case char(K) = p.

Assume now that char(K) = 0, ε is a primitive p-th root of unity in Ksep,
and [K(ε) : K] = m. Our first objective is to obtain the following reduction:

(4.1) It suffices for the proof of Lemma 4.1 to consider the special case
where v(K) is Archimedean, v(p) ∈ pv(K) and v is Henselian.

It is well-known that
∏p−1
j=1(1− εj) = p and

∏p−1
j′=0(ε1 − εj

′
) = ε− 1, where

ε1 ∈ Ksep is a p-th root of ε. As char(K̂) = p, this implies that pv′(ε1−1) =
v′(ε−1) and (p−1)v′(ε−1) = v(p), for every valuation v′ of K(ε1) extending
v. Since cyclotomic field extensions are abelian and m | (p − 1) (cf. [26],
Ch. VIII, Sect. 3), these results enable one to deduce from Galois theory
and Ostrowski’s theorem that K(p)∩K(ε2) possesses a subfield L, such that
[L : K] = p and v(p) ∈ pv(L). Hence, by Lemma 3.2, one may assume for the
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proof of Lemma 4.1 that v(p) ∈ pv(K). Replacing (K, v) by (KG(K), v̂G(K))
and applying (2.1) and Proposition 2.1, one sees that our considerations
further reduce to the special case where G(K) = v(K). In this case, it is
easily deduced from Zorn’s lemma that Isv(E) has a maximal element Ω
with respect to set-theoretic inclusion. Observing that char(KΩ) = p, one
obtains from (2.1) that K̂ is perfect, provided that KΩ is of the same kind.
Thus it turns out that it is sufficient to prove Lemma 4.1 in the special
case where v(K) is Archimedean. Using the Grunwald-Wang theorem, one
arrives at the conclusion that every cyclic extension L of Kv of degree p is K-
isomorphic to L̃⊗K Kv, for some L̃ ∈ I(K(p)/K) with [L̃ : K] = p. In view
of Galois theory, the subnormality of proper subgroups of finite p-groups,
and the p-Henselian property of v, this implies that Kv(p) is K-isomorphic
to K(p) ⊗K Kv, whence G(Kv(p)/Kv) ∼= G(K(p)/K). Therefore, one may
assume for the proof of Lemma 4.1 that K = Kv. As v(K) ≤ R, this ensures
that v is Henselian (see, e.g., [26], Ch. XII), which yields (4.1).

It remains for us to prove Lemma 4.1 in the case pointed out by (4.1).
For each a ∈ Ok with v(a) = 0 and â /∈ K̂p, put ρ(a) =

∏m−1
j=0 ϕj(1 + (ε −

1)pπ−pa)l
j
, where π is an element of K∗ of value v(π) = p−1v(p). It is easily

verified that ρ(a) ∈ Kε. Since m | (p − 1) and (p − 1)v′(ε − 1) = v(p), one
also obtains by direct calculations that v′(ρ(a)− 1) = v′(ε− 1). Similarly, it
is proved that the polynomial ha(X) = πp(ε− 1)−p.ga((ε− 1)π−1X), where
ga(X) = (X + 1)p− ρ(a), lies in Ov′(K(ε))[X] and is congruent to Xp−ma
modulo Mv′(K(ε))[X]. As v(mp −m) ≥ v(p) and ã /∈ K̂, these calculations
show that ha and ga are irreducible over K(ε), whence ρ(a) /∈ K(ε)∗p. In
view of the definition of B, they also lead to the following conclusion:

(4.2) The co-sets ρ(ab)K(ε)∗p, b ∈ B, are linearly independent over Fp.
Hence, by Albert’s theorem, the extension L′a of K(ε) in Ksep obtained by
adjunction of a p-th root of ρ(a), equals La(ε), for some La ∈ I(K(p)/K)
with [La : K] = p and â /∈ L̂∗pa . Furthermore, it follows from (4.2) that the
fields Lab, b ∈ B, are pairwise distinct, so the equality r(p)K = ∞ becomes
an immediate consequence of Galois theory. Lemma 4.1 is proved. �

Remark 4.2. Suppose that (K, v) is a valued field with char(K) = p and
v(K) 6= pv(K), ρ(K) = {αp−α : α ∈ K}, and πp is an element of K∗, such
that v(πp) > 0 and v(πp) /∈ pv(K). Clearly, the co-sets π−(1+pν)

p + ρ(K),
ν ∈ N, are linearly independent over the prime subfield of K. Therefore,
K/ρ(K) is infinite, so it follows from the Artin-Schreier theorem and Galois
theory that r(p)K = ∞ and the polynomials fn(X) = Xp −X − π

−(1+pn)
p ,

n ∈ N, are irreducible over K. It also turns out that the root field Ln ∈
I(Ksep/K) of fn is a totally ramified extension of K in K(p) of degree p, for
each index n, and Ln′ 6= Ln′′ , n′ 6= n′′.

The main result of this Section is contained in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.3. Let (K, v) be a p-Henselian field, such that char(K) = 0,
char(K̂) = p and v(K) = G(K) 6= pG(K). Then r(p)K ∈ N if and only if
G(K) is cyclic and K̂ is finite. When this holds, G(K(p)/K) is a (standardly
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admissible) Demushkin group or a free pro-p-group depending on whether or
not Kh(v) contains a primitive p-th root of unity.

Proof. Suppose first that v(E) is Archimedean. Using Grunwald-Wang’s
theorem as in the proof of (4.1), one obtains that G(K(p)/K) ∼= G(Kv(p)/Kv),
which reduces our considerations to the special case where v is Henselian.
Then the latter assertion of the lemma and the sufficiency part of the former
one follow from (2.6), (1.1) and (1.2). We show that r(p)K = ∞, provided
v(K) is noncyclic or K̂ is infinite. Our argument relies on the fact that, in
the former case, pv(K) is a dense subgroup of v(K). Fix a primitive p-th
root of unity ε ∈ Ksep, and take m, ϕ, s and l as in Lemma 3.2. Consider
the sequence α̃n =

∏m−1
i=0 ϕi(1+(ε−1)αn)l

i
, n ∈ N, satisfying the following:

(4.3) (i) If K̂ is infinite and v(p) /∈ pv(K), then αn, n ∈ N, is a system
of representatives in Ov(K) of a subset of K̂, which is linearly independent
over the prime subfield of K̂;

(ii) If v(p) ∈ pv(K) and K̂ is infinite, then αn = π−1α′n, for each n ∈ N,
where π ∈ K is chosen so that 0 < v(π) ≤ p−1v(p) and v(π) /∈ pv(K), and
the sequence α′n, n ∈ N, is defined as αn, n ∈ N, in case (i);

(iii) When v(K) is noncyclic, αn ∈ K, 0 < v(αn) ≤ p−1v(p) and v(αn) /∈
pv(K), for every index n; also, v(αn), n ∈ N, are pairwise distinct.

It follows from (4.3) that α̃n ∈ Kε, vK(ε)(α̃n) = 0 and vK(ε)(α̃n − 1) /∈
pv(K(ε)), for each n ∈ N. Furthermore, (4.3) ensures that the co-sets
α̃nK(ε)∗p, n ∈ N, are linearly independent over Fp. These observations,
combined with Albert’s theorem and Ostrowski’s theorem, prove that K
admits infinitely many totally ramified extensions of degree p (in K(p)).
Hence, by Galois theory, r(p)K = ∞, as claimed.

It remains to be proved that v(K) is Archimedean, provided r(p)K ∈ N.
The equality v(K) = G(K) means that v(p) /∈ H, for any H ∈ Isv(K).
This implies that Isv(K) satisfies the conditions of Zorn’s lemma, whence
it contains a minimal element, say, H, with respect to inclusion. We prove
that vH(K) 6= pvH(K) by assuming the opposite. As vH(K) = v(K)/H and
v(K) 6= pv(K), this requires that H 6= pH. Observing also that char(KH) =
p, one obtains from Proposition 2.1 and Remark 4.2 that I(KH(p)/KH) has
a subset {K̃n : n ∈ N} of totally ramified extensions of KH (relative to
v̂H) of degree p. By (2.4) (i), the inertial lifts Kn of K̃n, n ∈ N, over K
relative to vH , form an infinite subset of I(K(p)/K). In view of Galois
theory, however, our conclusion contradicts the assumption that r(p)K ∈ N,
so it follows that H = pH and vH(K) 6= pvH(K). It remains to be seen
that H = {0}. Suppose that H 6= {0}. Then v̂H must be nontrivial, which
implies that KH is infinite. Since vH is p-Henselian, char(KH) = p and
vH(K) ≤ R, this leads, by the already proved special case of Lemma 4.3, to
the conclusion that r(p)K = ∞. The obtained results shows that H = {0},
i.e. v(K) is Archimedean, which completes our proof. �
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5. p-divisible value groups

In this Section we prove Theorem 1.1 (i) in the case where v(K) = pv(K).
The corresponding result can be stated as follows:

Proposition 5.1. Let (K, v) be a p-Henselian field, such that char(K̂) = p
and v(K) = pv(K). Suppose further that p ∈ P (K) and r(p)K ∈ N. Then
K̂ is perfect and G(K(p)/K) is a free pro-p-group.

Proposition 5.1 generalizes [13], Proposition 3.4, which covers the case
whereK contains a primitive p-th root of unity. Note that the assumption on
r(p)K is essential. Indeed, it follows from [37], Theorem 4.1, and Ostrowski’s
theorem that there exists a Henselian field (F,w), such that char(F̂ ) = p,
F̂ is algebraically closed, F contains a primitive p-th root of unity, and
Br(F )p 6= {0}. Since pBr(F ) ∼= H2(G(F (p)/F ),Fp) [36], page 265, this
means that G(F (p)/F ) is not a free pro-p-group (see [33], Ch. I, 4.2).

Proof of Proposition 5.1. As noted in the Introduction, it is known that
G(E(p)/E) is a free pro-p-group, for every field E of characteristic p. There-
fore, one may assume for the proof that char(K) = 0, whence the prime sub-
field of K may be identified with the field Q of rational numbers. First we
show that our proof reduces to the special case where v(K) is Archimedean.
Observe that H = pH and vH(K) = pvH(K), for each H ∈ Isv(K). This
follows from the equality v(K) = pv(K) and the fact that H is a pure sub-
group of v(K). Hence, by Ostrowski’s theorem, finite extensions of K in
K(p) are inertial relative to G(K). It is therefore clear from (2.3) (ii) that
G(K(p)/K) ∼= G(KG(K)(p)/KG(K)). Thus the proof of Proposition 5.1 re-
duces to the special case of v(K) = G(K). This implies that v(K) 6= H(K),
where H(K) is defined as in (2.1) (iii), so the preceding observations indicate
that it suffices for our proof to consider the special case in which v(K) is
Archimedean. Applying now the Grunwald-Wang theorem (repeatedly, as in
the proof of Lemma 4.3), one obtains that G(K(p)/K) ∼= G(Kh(v)(p)/Kh(v)),
which allows us to assume further that v is Henselian and v(K) ≤ R.

For the rest of the proof, fix ε, ϕ, s and Kε as in Lemma 3.2, take m
and l as in its proof, and put v′ = vK(ε). The following statement is easily
deduced from Albert’s theorem, (2.6) and the p-Henselian property of v:

(5.1) An element θ ∈ Kε lies in K(ε)∗p if and only if θ ∈ K(ε)∗pv′ . In
particular, this holds when v′(θ − 1) > r and r ∈ v(K) is sufficiently large.

Since K̂ is perfect, v(K) is Archimedean and v(K) = pv(K), one deduces
the following statement from the density of K(ε) in K(ε)v′ :

(5.2) For each α ∈ Kε, there exist elements α1 ∈ Kε and α̃ ∈ K(ε)∗, such
that α1α̃

p = α and v′(α1 − 1) > 0.

Our objective is to specify (5.2) as follows:

(5.3) (i) For each α ∈ Kε\K(ε)∗p, there exists a sequence αn ∈ Kε, n ∈ N,
such that αnα−1 ∈ K(ε)p and v1(αn − 1) > v(p)− n−1.

(ii) Kε ⊆ N(L(ε)/K(ε)), for every extension L of K in K(p) of degree p.
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First we show that (5.3) implies G(K(p)/K) is a free pro-p-group. In view
of Corollary 3.3, it is sufficient to establish that r(p)M = 1 + pk(r(p) − 1)
whenever k ∈ N, M ∈ I(K(p)/K) and [M : K] = pk. Given such k and M ,
there exists M1 ∈ I(M/K) with [M1 : K] = p. Using the fact that M1(p) =
K(p), applying Lemma 3.2 to M1/K, and (5.3) (i) to Mε and vM , and
proceeding by induction on k, one obtains that r(p)M = 1 + pk(r(p)K − 1),
as required. To prove that (5.3) (i)→(5.3) (ii) we need the following fact:

(5.4) An element z ∈ K(ε) lies in K(ε)∗pv′ whenever v′(z− 1) > pv′(ε− 1).

Statement (5.4) is implied by (2.2), applied to the polynomial h̃(X) = h((ε−
1)−1X), where h(X) = (X + 1)p − z. Fix an element δ ∈ v(K), δ > 0, and
consider the polynomials fδ(X) = Xp−1−(ε−1)pπ−pδ tδ, hδ(X) = fδ(X+1),
and h̃δ(X) = hδ(πδ(ε− 1)−1X), where πδ ∈ K(ε)∗, tδ ∈ Kε ∈ ∇0(K(ε)) and
0 < v′(πδ) < (1/p)v′(ε − 1) + δ/p. Clearly, fδ, hδ and h̃δ share a common
root field Yδ over K(ε), which equals ỸδK(ε), for some Ỹδ ∈ I(K(p)/K) with
[Ỹ : K] = p. In addition, it is verified by direct calculations that if τδ ∈ Ksep

is a zero of h̃, then v′(h̃′(τδ)) = v′(πp−1
δ ). This, combined with (2.2), (5.1)

and (5.4), shows that N(Yδ/K(ε)) includes the set K(ε)∩∇δ′(K(ε)), where
δ′ = (2p − 2)p−1(v′(ε − 1) + δ). In view of Albert’s theorem, the obtained
result, applied to any sufficiently small δ, yields (5.3) (i)→(5.3) (ii).

It remains for us to prove (5.3) (i). First we consider the special case in
which K̂ contains more than 1+

∑m−1
j=0 lj : = l̄ elements. Fix a sequence α̂ν ,

ν = 1, . . . l̄, of pairwise distinct elements of K̂∗, and let αν be a preimage of
α̂ν in Ov(K), for each index ν. Assume that (5.3) (i) is false, i.e. there exists
d ∈ Kε, for which the supremum c(d) of values v′(d′ − 1), d′ ∈ dK(ε)∗p, is
less than v(p). Take d so that c(d) is maximal with respect to this property,
and put δ̄ = p−1−l̄(v(p)−c(d)), and take d′ ∈ Kε so that v′(d′−1) > c(d)− δ̄.
Denote by pd′ the polynomial pd′(X) =

∏m−1
i=0 (1 + ϕs

i
(π′)X)l

i
, where π′ =

d′ − 1, and put pd′(X) = 1 +
∑l̄

ν=1 aνX
ν , sd′ = {aν : 1 ≤ ν ≤ l̄, v′(aν) <

v(p)}. It is easily verified that f(λ) ∈ Kε, for every λ ∈ Mv(K). Now fix
an element π ∈ Mv(K) so that c(d) < v(π′πp) and v(πp) < δ̄. It follows
from the choice of d and π that there exist b1, . . . , bl̄ ∈ K(ε) satisfying the
following conditions, for every index ν:

(5.5) bνf((ανπ)p)−1 ∈ K(ε)∗p and v′(bν − 1) ≥ v(p)− δ̄.

More precisely, one can find elements b̃1, . . . , b̃l̄ ∈ ∇0(K(ε)) so that b̃pν =
bνf((ανπ)p)−1 and bν satisfies (5.5), for ν = 1, . . . , l̄. This means that K(ε)
contains elements π1, . . . , πl̄, such that v′(f((ανπ)p) − 1 − πpν) ≥ v(p) − δ̄,
ν = 1, . . . , l̄. As f((ανπ)p) − 1 =

∑l̄
µ=1 α

pµ
ν (πpaµ)µ, for each index ν, the

obtained result and the choice of the sequence aν , ν = 1, . . . , l̄, enables one
to deduce from basic linear algebra that there exist π̃1, . . . , π̃l̄ ∈ K(ε), for
which v′(aµπpµ− π̃pµ) ≥ v(p)− δ̄, µ = 1, . . . , l̄. Thus it turns out that v′(aµ−
(π̃µ.π−µ)p) ≥ v(p)− δ̄ − pµv(π), for every index µ. Hence, there exists π̃ ∈
K(ε), such that v′(f(1)−1−π̃p) = v′(−1+f(1)(1+π̃)−p) ≥ v(p)−δ̄−pl̄v(π).
Moreover, it follows from the choice of π that v(p)− δ̄−pl̄v(π) > c(d). Since,
however, f(1)d−m ∈ K(ε)∗p, the assumption on c(d) and our calculations
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require that c(d) ≥ v(p) − δ̄ − pl̄v(π). The obtained contradiction proves
(5.3) (i) when K̂ contains more than l̄ elements.

Suppose finally that K̂ is of order ≤ l̄. Then K has an inertial extension
Kn in K(p) of degree pn, for each n ∈ N. As K̂ is perfect and v(K) =
pv(K), K∗ = K∗pn∇0(K), which implies N(Kn/K) = K∗. When n is
sufficiently large, K̂n contains more than l̄ elements, so one can apply (5.3)
(i) to Kn(ε) and the prolongation of vKn on Kn(ε). Since char(K̂) = p, K
is a nonreal field, by [25], Theorem 3.16, so it follows from Galois theory
and [39], Theorem 2, that G(K(p)/K) is a torsion-free group. In view of
Galois cohomology (see [34] and [33], Ch. I, 4.2), these observations show
that (5.3) (i) holds in general, which completes the proof of Proposition 5.1.

Corollary 5.2. Let (K, v) be a p-Henselian field, for a given p ∈ P, and
suppose that v(K) = pv(K), G(K(p)/K) is a Demushkin group and r(p)K ≥
3. Then p 6= char(K̂).

Proof. As cd(G(K(p)/K)) = 2, G(K(p)/K) is not a free pro-p-group (cf.
[33], Ch. I, 4.2 and 4.5), our conclusion follows from Proposition 5.1. �

Remark 5.3. Let (K, v) be a p-Henselian field, for some p ∈ P, and V (K)
the set of valuation subrings of K included in Ov(K) and corresponding to
p-Henselian valuations of K. Then it can be deduced from Zorn’s lemma
that K has a valuation w, such that Ow(K) is a minimal element of V (K)
with respect to inclusion. Hence, by Proposition 2.1, the residue field K̃[w]

of (K,w) does not possess p-Henselian valuations. Note also that, in the
setting of Corollary 5.2, G(K(p)/K) ∼= G(K̃[w](p)/K̃[w]).

Theorem 1.2 and [37], Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 3.1, ensure that if
(K, v) is p-Henselian with G(K) 6= pG(K), char(K̂) = p and r(p)K ∈ N,
then finite extensions of K in K(p) are defectless. As shown in [4], Sect.
6, this is not necessarily true without the assumption on r(p)K even when
G(K(p)/K) is a Demushkin group. The proof relies on a lemma, which is
essentially equivalent to the concluding result of this Section.

Proposition 5.4. In the setting of Proposition 5.1, suppose that K contains
a primitive p-th root of unity ε, v(K) ≤ R, F is an extension of K in K(p)
of degree p, and ψ is a generator of G(F/K). Then there exist λn ∈ F ,
n ∈ N, such that 0 < vF (λn) < vL(ψ(λn)− λn) < 1/n, for each index n.

Proof. It is clear from the p-Henselity of v that if F/K is inertial, then F/K
has a primitive element ξ, such that v(ξ) = v(ψ(ξ) − ξ) = 0. Since K̂ is
perfect and v(K) = pv(K), this allows us to assume further that F/K is
immediate. Then our assertion is deduced by the method of proving [31],
(2.7), and [9], (3.1) (see also [13], Lemma 3.3). �
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6. p-Henselian valuations with p-indivisible value groups

The purpose of this Section is to complete the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and
1.2. As a major step in this direction, we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 6.1. Let (K, v) be a p-Henselian field with char(K̂) 6= p and v(K) 6=
pv(K), for a given p ∈ P, and let ε ∈ Ksep be a primitive p-th root of unity.
Then:

(i) G(K(p)/K) ∼= G(K̂(p)/K̂), provided that ε /∈ Kh(v);
(ii) G(K(p)/K) ∼= G(K∆(v)(p)/K∆(v)), if ε ∈ Kh(v) and v(K) 6= ∆(v);

(iii) If ε ∈ Kh(v), then G(K(p)/K) ∼= Zτ(p)p oG(K̂(p)/K̂), where τ(p) is the

dimension of ∆(v)/p∆(v) as an Fp-vector space and Zτ(p)p is a topological
group product of isomorphic copies of Zp, indexed by a set of cardinality
τ(p); in particular, if ∆(v) = p∆(v), then G(K(p)/K) ∼= G(K̂(p)/K̂).

Proof. Suppose that [K(ε) : K] = m, take σ as in (2.5) and ϕ, s, l as in
Lemma 3.2, and denote by U the compositum of the inertial extensions of
K in K(p) relative to v. As (Kh(v), σ)/(K, vG(K)) is immediate, it follows
from the p-Henselian property of v that Kh(v) ∩ K(p) = K. At the same
time, by (2.5), U.Kh(v) equals the compositum of the inertial extensions of
Kh(v) in Kh(v)(p) relative to σ. It is therefore clear from [5], Lemma 1.1 (a),
that if ε /∈ Kh(v), then Kh(v)(p) = U.Kh(v) = K(p)Kh(v) and G(K(p)/K) ∼=
G(Kh(v)(p)/Kh(v)) ∼= G(K̂(p)/K̂). Thus Lemma 6.1 (i) is proved.

In the rest of the proof, we assume that ε ∈ Kh(v). Suppose first that
K(ε) embeds in Kv over K. Fix a prolongation v′ of v on K(ε), and put vj =
v′ ◦ϕj−1, for j = 1, . . . ,m. Then the valuations v1, . . . , vm are independent,
so it follows from the Approximation Theorem (cf. [2], Ch. VI, Sect. 7.2)
that, for each γ ∈ v(K)\pv(K), there exists αγ ∈ K(ε) of values v1(αγ) = γ

and vj(αγ) = 0, 1 < j ≤ m. Put α̃γ =
∏m−1
i=0 ϕi(αγ)l

i
and denote by K̃α̃

the extension of K(ε) generated by the p-th roots of α̃ in Ksep. It is easily
verified that α̃γ ∈ Kε and v1(α̃γ) = γ. Hence, by applying to K̃α̃ Ostrowski’s
theorem and Albert’s theorem, one obtains the following result:

(6.1) There exists Kγ ∈ I(K(p)/K) with [Kγ : K] = p and γ ∈ pv(Kγ).

As char(K̂) 6= p, it is clear from (2.4), (6.1) and Ostrowski’s theorem that
every extension of Kh(v) in Kh(v)(p) of degree p is included in K(p)Kh(v).
Proceeding by induction on n, using (6.1), and arguing as in the proof
of (2.4), one proves that K(p)Kh(v) includes every extension of Kh(v) in
Kh(v)(p) of degree pn. Thus the equality Kh(v)(p) = Kh(v)K(p) becomes ob-
vious as well as the fact that G(Kh(v)(p)/Kh(v)) ∼= G(K(p)/K). Note further
that, by (2.5), U does not admit inertial proper extensions in Kh(v)(p) and
there are canonical isomorphisms G(UKh(v)/Kh(v)) ∼= G(U/K) ∼= G(K̂(p)/K̂).
Using the fact that char(K̂) 6= p, one also obtains that ∇0(Kh(v)) ⊆ K∗pn

h(v),
for every n ∈ N. As ε ∈ Kh(v) and (Kh(v), σ)/(K, v) is immediate, one also
sees that Û∗ = Û∗pn

, n ∈ N. These observations indicate that [(KγUKh(v)) :
UKh(v)] = p and the field Uγ = KγUKh(v) depends only on the subgroup
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of v(K)/pv(K) generated by the coset of γ. Fix a minimal system of gen-
erators Vp of v(K)/pv(K) and a full system Wp of representatives of the
elements of Vp in v(K). The preceding observations show that every ex-
tension of UKh(v) in Kh(v)(p) of degree p is included in the compositum of
the fields Uγ , γ ∈ Wp. Note further that, for each γ ∈ Wp, Uγ is generated
over UKh(v) by a p-th root of an element uγ ∈ UKh(v) of value γ. Since
char(K̂) 6= p and ε ∈ Kh(v), it also follows that UKh(v) contains a primitive
pn-th root of unity, for each n ∈ N. In view of Kummer theory, this leads to
the conclusion that there exists an abelian extension Z of UKh(v) in Kh(v)(p)
with σ(Z) = pσ(Z). Since Z does not admit inertial proper extensions in
Kh(v)(p), the obtained result, the inequality char(K̂) 6= p and Ostrowski’s
theorem imply that Z = Kh(v)(p) and so prove the following:

(6.2) Kh(v)(p) is abelian over U.Kh(v) with G(Kh(v)(p)/UKh(v)) ∼= Zτ(p)p .

Note further that the set Θ(Kh(v)) = {Θ ∈ I(Kh(v)(p)/Kh(v)) : UKh(v) ∩
Θ = Kh(v)}, partially ordered by inclusion, satisfies the conditions of Zorn’s
lemma, whence it possesses a maximal element T . In view of (6.1), σ(T ) =
pσ(T ), so it follows from Ostrowski’s theorem and the inequality char(K̂) 6=
p that UT = Kh(v)(p). Hence, by Galois theory and the equality UKh(v) ∩
T = Kh(v), G(Kh(v)(p)/Kh(v)) ∼= G(Kh(v)(p)/UKh(v)) o G(UKh(v)/Kh(v)).
This, combined with (6.2) and the isomorphism G(UKh(v)/Kh(v)) ∼=
G(K̂(p)/K̂), proves the assertion of Lemma 6.1 (ii) in case ∆(v) = v(K).

Assume finally that ε ∈ Kh(v) and ∆(v) 6= v(K), put δ = v̂∆(v), and
denote for brevity by K̃ the Henselization of K∆(v) relative to δG(K). It
is clear from the definition of ∆(v) that ε /∈ Kh(v∆(v)). In view of (2.5)
with its proof, and of [5], Lemma 1.1 (a), this ensures that Kh(v∆(v))(p) =
K(p).Kh(v∆(v)) and G(K(p)/K) ∼= G(K∆(v)(p)/K∆(v)). At the same time, it
follows from the definition of ∆(v) that each Henselization of K∆(v) relative
to v̂∆(v) contains a primitive p-th root of unity. Hence, by Proposition 2.2, K̃
contains such a root as well. Note also that, by (2.1) (i), K̂ is isomorphic to
the residue field of (K∆(v), v̂∆(v)). These observations, combined with (6.2),
indicate that K̃(p) = K∆(v)(p).K̃ and G(K̃(p)/K̃) ∼= G(K∆(v)(p)/K∆(v)) ∼=
Zτ(p)p × G(K̂(p)/K̂), which completes the proof of Lemma 6.1. �

Lemma 6.1, Proposition 2.2 and our next lemma, enable one to deduce
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 from Lemma 4.3 and Proposition 5.1.

Lemma 6.2. Let (K, v) be a p-Henselian field with char(K) = 0, char(K̂) =
p, v(K) 6= pv(K) and v(K) 6= G(K). Take r(p)K , ε, Kh(v) and G(K) as in
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, and put r(p) = r(p)K , r(p)′ = r(p)KG(K)

. Then:
(i) G(K(p)/K) ∼= G(KG(K)(p)/KG(K)), provided that ε /∈ Kh(v);
(ii) If ε ∈ Kh(v) and ∆(v) is defined as in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, then

r(p) ∈ N if and only if r(p)′ ∈ N and ∆(v)/p∆(v) is a finite group; when
this holds, ∆(v)/p∆(v) is of order pr(p)−r(p)

′
;

(iii) When r(p)′ ∈ N and G(K) = pG(K), G(KG(K)(p)/KG(K)) is a free
pro-p-group.
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Proof. Proposition 2.1 and our assumptions show that vG(K) is p-Henselian
and char(KG(K)) = 0. In addition, it is not difficult to see that ∆(v)/G(K) =
∆(vG(K)). This, combined with Lemma 6.1, proves Lemma 6.2 (i) and (ii).
Since, by Proposition 2.1, v̂G(K) is p-Henselian, Lemma 6.2 (iii) is proved by
applying Proposition 5.1 to (KG(K), v̂G(K)). �

Remark 6.3. Let (K, v) be a p-Henselian field with char(K̂) = p, r(p)K ∈ N
and cd(G(K(p)/K) ≥ 2. Then (6.1), Lemma 6.1 and the proof of Lemma
4.3 imply the existence of a p-Henselian field (Λ, z), such that G(Λ(p)/Λ) ∼=
G(K(p)/K), Λ̂ ∼= K̂, z(Λ) = ∆(v), and Λ contains a primitive p-th root of
unity. More precisely, one may put Λ = Kh(v) or take as Λ the Henselization
of K∆(v) relative to v̂∆(v), depending on whether or not ∆(v) = v(K). In
view of [13], Theorems 3.7 and 3.8, this enables one to describe the isomor-
phism classes of G(L(p)/L) when (L, λ) runs across the class of p-Henselian
fields singled out by Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.

Our next result extends the scope of [38], Lemma 7, as follows:

Corollary 6.4. For a pro-p-group P of rank 2, the following conditions are
equivalent:

(i) P is a free pro-p-group or a Demushkin group;
(ii) There exists a p-Henselian field (K, v) with char(K̂) = p and

G(K(p)/K) ∼= P .

Proof. Suppose first that P satisfies (ii). Then, by Remark 6.3, K can
be chosen so as to contain a primitive p-th root of unity. Hence, by [38],
Lemma 7, P satisfies (i) in case p > 2, so we assume further that p = 2
and P is not a free pro-2-group. In view of Galois cohomology, this means
that Br(K)2 6= {0}, and by Proposition 3.4, it suffices to show that, for each
quadratic extension L/K, N(L/K) is of index 2 in K∗. As r(P ) = 2 and
K∗2 ⊆ N(L/K), this amounts to proving that N(L/K) contains an element
aL ∈ K∗\K∗2. When

√
−1 ∈ K, the assertion follows from Kummer theory.

Assume now that −1 /∈ K∗2 and M = K(
√
−1). Observing that, by [25],

Theorem 3.16, and the equality char(K̂) = 2, K is nonreal, one obtains from
[39], Theorem 2, and Galois theory that G(K(p)/K) is torsion-free. Hence,
by Galois cohomology [33], G(K(p)/M) is not a free pro-2-group, so our
argument proves that G(K(2)/M) is Demushkin. It is therefore clear from
[32], Ch. I, 4.5, that G(K(2)/K) is also a Demushkin group, so (ii)→(i).

We prove that (i)→(ii). In view of (1.1) and (1.2), applied to F = Qp,
p > 2, one may consider only the case where P is a Demushkin group. Let ω
be the canonical discrete valuation of Qp, Ip the compositum of the inertial
extensions of Qp in Qp(p) relative to ω, Γ′p the extension of Ip generated
by the primitive roots of unity in Qp,sep of p-primary degrees, and Γp the
Zp-extension of Ip in Γ′p. Clearly, Γ′p/Ip is abelian, and it follows from
(1.1) and Galois theory that r(p)Ip = ∞. Note also that ωIp is discrete
and finite extensions of Ip in Γ′p are totally ramified relative to ωIp . Fix
a field R ∈ I(Γ′p/Ip) so that G(Γ′p/R) is a procyclic pro-p-group and put
∆R = {R′ ∈ I(Qp,sep/R) : R′ ∩ Γ′p = R}. It is clear from the definition
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of R that it contains a primitive p-th root of unity εp, and it follows from
Galois theory that r(p)R = ∞ and G(Γ′p/R) ∼= G(Γ′pR

′/R′), for each R′ ∈
∆R. Since R is nonreal, this enables one to deduce from Zorn’s lemma,
Galois theory and [39], Theorem 2, that there exists Rp ∈ ∆R, such that
G(Qp,sep/Rp) ∼= Zp. As r(p)R = ∞, this implies that Rp contains as a
subfield an infinite extension of Ip(ε). Hence, by the noted properties of
ωIp , Qp,sep/Rp is immediate relative to ωRp . Let now ω(Rp) = H and K be
a Laurent formal power series field in one indeterminate over Rp. It is easy
to see that then K has a Henselian valuation v extending ωRp , such that
H ∈ Isv(K), v(K)/H ∼= Z and KH

∼= Rp. This, combined with Lemma 6.1
and the fact that εp ∈ Rp, shows that G(K(p)/K) is a Demushkin group and
r(p)K = 2. Observing finally that R can be chosen so that G(K(p)/K) ∼= P
(cf. [24]), one obtains that (i)→(ii), which completes our proof. �

The method of proving Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 has the following application
to the study of ramification properties of p-extensions of p-Henselian fields.

Corollary 6.5. Let (K, v) be a p-Henselian field such that char(K̂) = p and
v(K) 6= pv(K). Then K has no totally ramified extension in K(p) of degree
p if and only if char(K) = 0 and one of the following conditions holds:

(i) G(K) = pG(K) and Kh(v) contains no primitive p-th roots of unity;
(ii) Kh(v) contains a primitive p-th root of unity and ∆(v) = p∆(v).

Proof. In view of Remark 4.2, one may consider only the case of char(K) =
0. Statement (4.3) and the proof of Lemma 4.3 indicate that if v(K) =
G(K), then K possesses infinitely many totally ramified extensions in K(p)
of degree p. By (6.1), the existence of a totally ramified cyclic extension
of K of degree p is also guaranteed when v(K) = ∆(v). Note further that,
for each H ∈ Isv(K), an inertial extension L of K in K(p) relative to vH
is totally ramified relative to v if and only if LH/KH is totally ramified
relative to v̂H . Since vH is p-Henselian and, by the proof of Lemma 6.1,
finite extensions of K in K(p) are inertial relative to vH , provided that H
equals ∆(v) or G(K) depending on whether or notKh(v) contains a primitive
p-th root of unity, these observations imply together with (2.4) the necessity
of conditions (i) and (ii) of Corollary 6.5. They also show that, for the
proof of their sufficiency, it remains to be seen that, in case H = pH, finite
extensions ofKH inKH(p) are inertial relative to v̂H . As char(KH) = 0, this
follows at once from Ostrowski’s theorem, so Corollary 6.5 is proved. �

The concluding result of this Section shows that each standardly admis-
sible pro-p-group P , where p > 2, is isomorphic to G(EP (p)/EP ), for some
field EP without a primitive p-th root of unity.

Proposition 6.6. Let P be a standardly admissible Demushkin pro-p-group,
for some p ∈ P\{2}, and let m ∈ N be a divisor of p−1. Then there exists a
field E, such that G(E(p)/E) ∼= P and [E(ε) : E] = m, where ε is a primitive
p-th root of unity in Esep.

Proof. Let Q be the field of rational numbers, Γ the unique Zp-extension of
Q in Qsep, and for each n ∈ N, let Γn be the subextension of Q in Γ of degree
pn−1. Fix a primitive p-th root of unity ε ∈ Qsep, denote by Rm the extension
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of Q in Q(ε) of degree (p − 1)/m, suppose that the reduced component of
C(P ) is of order pν (see (1.4)), put Φ = RmΓν , and let ω be a valuation
of Φ extending the normalized p-adic valuation of Q. It follows from the
Grunwald-Wang theorem that there is a cyclic extension F of Φ in Qsep,
such that [F : Φ] = m, F ∩Q(ε) = Φ and Φ(ε) is embeddable over Φ in Ff ,
where f is a valuation of F extending ω. Using the same theorem, one proves
the existence of a field F ′ ∈ I(Qsep/F ), such that F ′ ∩ F (ε) = F , F ′/F is
inertial relative to f and [F ′ : F ] = r, where r = (r(P )−2)/(pν−pν−1). This
implies that F ′ has a unique, up-to an equivalence, valuation f ′ extending
f . Consider now some p-Henselization E ∈ I(F ′(p)/F ′) of F relative to
f ′. It follows from Galois theory and the definition of E that [E(ε) : E] =
m. Observing that ε ∈ Eh(f), [Ef : Qp] = r(P ) − 2 and G(Ef (p)/Ef ) ∼=
G(E(p)/E), one obtains from (1.1) and (1.2) that G(E(p)/E) is a Demushkin
group and r(p)E = r(P ). Taking also into account that ν is the greatest
integer for which E(ε) contains a primitive pν-th root of unity, one deduces
from [10], Theorem 1 (see also [24], Sect. 5), that the reduced component
of C(G(E(p)/E)) is of order pν . Since p > 2 and by (1.3) (ii), P is uniquely
determined by (r(P ), ν), up-to an isomorphism, these results indicate that
G(E(p)/E) ∼= P , which proves Proposition 6.6. �

7. The decomposition groups of admissible Demushkin groups

The purpose of this Section is to prove Theorem 1.3 and to describe
the decomposition groups of Demushkin pro-p-groups of finite rank. The
assumptions of Theorem 1.3 guarantee that the field E′ = E(p)∩Eh(w) is a
proper extension of E, where Eh(w) is a Henselization of E in Esep relative
to w. Put Σ(R) = R(ε) ∩ E′(ε)∗p, for each R ∈ I(E(p)/E), and denote by
w′ the p-Henselian valuation of E′ extending w. Suppose first that w(E) is
Archimedean. We show that E′/E is an infinite extension. Assuming the
opposite, one obtains the existence of a field Φ ∈ I(E(p)/E′), such that Φ/E
is Galois, [Φ: E] ∈ N, and w has at least 2 nonequivalent prolongations w1

and w2 on Φ. Since w2 = w1 ◦ θ, for some θ ∈ G(Φ/E), and one can choose
w1 = w′Φ, w1 and w2 must be p-Henselian valuations. This contradicts the
Grunwald-Wang theorem and thereby proves that [E′ : E] = ∞. Hence, by
Remark 3.5, G(E(p)/E′) is a free pro-p-group. Our argument also relies on
the fact that E′

h(w′) is separably closed in E′
w′ . In view of (3.6), this ensures

that E′′
ε ⊆ N(L′/E′′) whenever L′ is a finite extension of E′ in E(p) and

E′′ ∈ I(L′/E′). Therefore, it can be easily deduced from the Approximation
Theorem (e.g., [26], Ch. XII, Sect. 1) and norm transitivity in towers of
finite separable extensions, that Eε ⊆ N(L(ε)/E(ε)).Σ(E), for every finite
extension L of E in E(p). Consider the fields En ∈ I(E(p)/E), n ∈ N,
defined inductively as follows:

(7.1) E1 = E, and for each n ∈ N, En+1 is the compositum of the exten-
sions of En in E(p) of degree p.

It is clear from (7.1), Lemma 3.2 and Galois theory that En/E is a finite
Galois extension, and by Proposition 3.4, G(E(p)/En) is a Demushkin group
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of rank 2 + [En : E](r(p)E − 2), for each n ∈ N. Note also that Galois the-
ory and the subnormality of proper subgroups of finite p-groups imply that
E(p) = ∪∞n=1En. Observing that the symbol E(ε)-algebras Aε(E(ε); a1, a2)
and Aε(E(ε); a2, a1) are inversely isomorphic whenever a1, a2 ∈ E(ε)∗, one
deduces from Corollary 3.3, statement (3.5) and Albert’s theorem that
N(En+1(ε)/En(ε)) ∩ En,ε ⊆ En(ε)∗p. Denote by wn the valuation of En
induced by w′, for each index n. The preceding observations indicate that
Σ(En) = En,ε, so it follows from Albert’s theorem and the p-Henselity of w′

that En+1 ⊂ E′, n ∈ N. This yields E(p) ⊆ E′ when w(E) ≤ R.

In order to deduce Theorem 1.3 in general, it suffices to prove the following
statements, assuming that E′ 6= E(p) and w(E) is non-Archimedean:

(7.2) (i) wG(E) is p-Henselian and finite extensions of E in E(p) are inertial
relative to wG(E); in particular, G(EG(E)(p)/EG(E)) ∼= G(E(p)/E);

(ii) The valuation ŵG(E) of EG(E) is Archimedean; equivalently, G(E) ⊆
H, for every H ∈ Isw(E), H 6= {0}.

The rest of this Section is devoted to the proof of (7.2). Let H ′ be an
arbitrary group from Isw′(E′). By (2.1) (ii), the topologies on E′ induced
by w′ and by w′H′ are equivalent, whence the completions E′

w′ and E′
w′

H′
are

E-isomorphic. Note also that H ′ is a maximal element of Isw′(E′) if and
only if H ′ ∩ w(E) is maximal in Isw(E) (with respect to the orderings by
inclusion). As a first step towards the proof of (7.2), we prove the following:

(7.3) With notation being as above, suppose that the group H = H ′ ∩
w(E) is maximal in Isw(E). Then:

(i) wH is p-Henselian with char(EH) 6= p;
(ii) Finite extensions of E in E(p) are inertial relative to wH ; in particular,

G(EH(p)/EH) ∼= G(E(p)/E);
(iii) E′

H′ is a p-Henselization of EH relative to ŵH , and ŵ′H′ is the p-
Henselian valuation of E′

H′ extending ŵH .

Statement (2.1) (i) and the choice of H ensure that w′H(E′) and wH(E)
are Archimedean. Since, by Proposition 2.1, w′H′ is p-Henselian, these ob-
servations enable one to deduce from the inequality E′ 6= E(p) that wH is
p-Henselian. As w(E) is non-Archimedean, we have H 6= {0}, which im-
plies that ŵH is a nontrivial valuation of EH . Therefore, EH is infinite, so
it follows from Proposition 5.1 and Lemma 4.3 that char(EH) 6= p. This
completes the proof of (7.3) (i). The latter conclusion of (7.3) (ii) follows
from (2.3) (ii) and the former one, and (7.3) (iii) is implied by (7.3) (i)
and Proposition 2.1. It remains for us to prove former assertion of (7.3)
(ii). Denote for brevity by (Σ, σ) some Henselization of (E,wH). Clearly,
(Σ, σ)/(E,wH) is immediate. Moreover, by (2.1) (iii) and the maximality
of H in Isw(E), wH(E) is Archimedean, which implies that E is dense in Σ
with respect to the topology of σ. Observing also that wH is p-Henselian
and arguing as in the concluding part of the proof of (4.1), one obtains that
Σ(p) = E(p)Σ, E(p)∩Σ = E and G(E(p)/E) ∼= G(Σσ(p)/Σσ) ∼= G(Σ(p)/Σ).
This implies the former statement of (7.3) (ii) is equivalent to the one that
finite extensions of Σ in Σ(p) are inertial relative to σ. Thus the proof of our
assertion reduces to the special case in which wH is Henselian. In this case,
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when ε /∈ E, the former part of (7.3) (ii) is contained in [5], Lemma 1.1 (a).
Suppose finally that wH is Henselian and ε ∈ E. By [6], Lemma 3.8, and the
assumption that G(E(p)/E) is a Demushkin group, then E is a p-quasilocal
field, in the sense of [6]. Since r(p)E ≥ 3 and char(EH) 6= p, this ensures
that wH(E) = pwH(E) (apply [8], (1.4)). The obtained result, combined
with Ostrowski’s theorem, implies that finite extensions of E in E(p) are
inertial relative to wH , so (7.3) is proved.

Remark 7.1. In the setting of (7.2), let w be of finite height d ≥ 2, and let
H and H ′ be as in (7.3). Then ŵH is of height d− 1, so (7.2) and Theorem
1.3 can be proved by induction on d (taking the inductive step via (7.3)).

The second step towards the proof of (7.2) and Theorem 1.3 is contained
in the following lemma.

Lemma 7.2. Let (E,w) be a field with G(E(p)/E) Demushkin, r(p)E ∈ N,
and wH non-p-Henselian, for any H ∈ Isw(E). Then E(p) ⊆ Eh(w).

Proof. Put E′ = E(p) ∩ Eh(w), denote by w′ the p-Henselian valuation of
E′ extending w, and let En, n ∈ N, be the fields defined in (7.1). We
prove Lemma 7.2 by showing that En ⊆ E′, for every n ∈ N. It is clear
from Galois theory and the subnormality of proper subgroups of finite p-
groups that (E,wG) will be p-Henselian, if wG is uniquely extendable on
each finite extension of E in E(p) of degree p. At the same time, (7.3) and
our assumptions indicate that w(E) equals the union H(E) of the groups
H ∈ Isw(E). Since Eh(v) contains as an E-subalgebra a Henselization of
(E,wH), for each H ∈ Isw(E), this allows us, for the proof of Lemma 7.2,
to consider only the special case where char(Ê) 6= p. Also, it follows from
the equality w(E) = H(E) that if R is a finite extension of E in E(p),
and f(X) ∈ Ow(E)[X] is the minimal (monic) polynomial of some primitive
element of R/E, then the value of the discriminant of f(X) is contained
in some Hf ∈ Isw(E). When H ∈ Isw(E), Hf ⊆ H and the reduction
fH [X] ∈ EH [X] modulo MwH (E) is irreducible over EH , this implies that
wH is uniquely extendable to a valuation of R. Therefore, the assumptions
that r(p)E ∈ N and wH is not p-Henselian, for any H ∈ Isw(E) indicate that
R can be chosen so that fH is reducible over EH whenever H ∈ Isw(E) and
Hf ≤ H. It follows from the choice of R that it is embeddable in Ew over E.
Since the valuation w′ of E′ is p-Henselian, whence E′ is separably closed in
E′
w′ , this implies that R ⊆ E′. The choice of R also ensures that (R,wR) is

immediate over (E,w), where wR is the valuation of R induced by w′. Let χ
be a generator of G(R/E). It follows from the immediacy of (R,wR)/(E,w)
and the equality [R : E] = p that the compositions wR◦χu−1, u = 0, . . . , p−1,
are pairwise independent valuations of R extending w (see [2], Ch. VI, Sect.
8.2, and [26], Ch. IX, Proposition 11). As G(E(p)/R) is a Demushkin group
and r(p)R ∈ N, this enables one to deduce from Grunwald-Wang’s theorem
that (R,wR) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 7.2. The obtained result
allows us to define inductively a tower of fields Rn ∈ I(E′/E), n ∈ N, whose
union Φ is an infinite extension of E and embeds in Ew over E. By [23],
Theorem 2 (ii), G(E(p)/Φ) is a free pro-p-group, so it follows from (3.6),
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Lemma 3.2 (i), the density of E in Φ and the Approximation Theorem that
if L ∈ I(E(p)/E), [L : E] ∈ N and α ∈ Eε, then there is θ ∈ Lε, such that
w̄(−1+N

L(ε)
E(ε)(θ)α

−1) > 0, for each prolongation w̄ of w on E(ε). In view of

the p-Henselity of w′, the equality char(Ê) = 0 and Ostrowski’s theorem, this
ensures that NL(ε)

E(ε)(θ)α
−1 ∈ E′(ε)∗p. These observations, combined with the

fact that N(En+1(ε)/En(ε)) ∩ En,ε = En(ε)∗p, for every n ∈ N, enable one
to prove by induction on n that En,ε ⊆ E′(ε)∗p, whence En ⊆ E′, for every
index n. As E(p) = ∪∞n=1En, this means that E′ = E(p), as claimed. �

We are now in a position to prove (7.2) and Theorem 1.3. Denote by
H(E) the set of those H ∈ Isw(E), H ⊇ G(E), for which wH is p-Henselian,
and for each H ∈ H(E), let H ′ be the preimage in w′(E′) of the maximal
torsion subgroup of w′(E′)/H. It is easily verified that H ′ ∈ Isw′(E′) and
H ′ ∩ w(E) = H. The assumption that E′ 6= E(p) and Lemma 7.2 indicate
that H(E) is nonempty. Note also that finite extensions of E in E(p) are
inertial relative to wH (and G(E(p)/E) ∼= G(EH(p)/EH)), for each H ∈
G(E). Since char(EH) 6= p, this is obtained from [5], Lemma 1.1 (a), and
[8], (1.4), by the method of proving (7.3) (ii). Taking further into account
thatH(E) is closed under the formation of intersections, and applying Zorn’s
lemma, one concludes that H(E) contains a minimal element, say G, with
respect to inclusion. We show that G = G(E). As G′ ∈ Isw′(E′) and
G′∩w(E) = G, it follows from Proposition 2.1 and the p-Henselian property
of wG that (E′

G′ , ŵG′) is a p-Henselization of (EG, ŵG). Considering now
(EG, ŵG) instead of (E,w), and applying Proposition 2.1, one reduces the
proof of (7.2) and Theorem 1.3 to the special case in which w(E) = G. Using
Lemma 7.2, one also concludes that if G 6= G(E), then there exists a group
G̃ ∈ H(E) which is properly included in G. This contradicts the minimality
of G in H(E) and so proves that G = G(E). In view of the preceding
observations, the obtained result completes the proof of (7.2) (i) (and of
Theorem 1.3 in the case where char(Ê) 6= p). The equality w(E) = G(E)
means that w(p) /∈ H, for any H ∈ Isw(E). This ensures that char(EH) = p,
H ∈ Isw(E), and Isw(E) satisfies the conditions of Zorn’s lemma with respect
to the ordering by inclusion. Taking a maximal element H in Isw(E), one
obtains from (7.3) (i) thatH = 0, which completes the proof of (7.2). As w is
not p-Henselian, the obtained result and Proposition 2.1 imply that ŵG(E) is
not p-Henselian and (E′

G(E)′ , ŵG(E)′) is a p-Henselization of (EG(E), ŵG(E)).
Since G(E(p)/E) ∼= G(EG(E)(p)/EG(E)) and ŵG(E) is Archimedean, this
rules out the possibility that E′ 6= E(p), so Theorem 1.3 is proved.

Remark 7.3. Let E be a field with r(p)E ∈ N, for some p ∈ P (E), and let F
be the prime subfield of E. Suppose that G(E(p)/E) is a Demushkin group
and, in case r(p)E ≥ 3, E contains a primitive p-th root of unity. As shown
in [9], then it follows from Proposition 3.4, [39], Theorem 2, and (when
r(p) ≥ 3) from [29], (16.1), and the isomorphism H2(G(E(p)/E),Fp) ∼=
pBr(E), that E possesses a subfield Ẽ, such that G(Ẽ(p)/Ẽ) ∼= G(E(p)/E),
Ẽ is algebraically closed in E and Ẽ/F is of finite transcendency degree d.
This ensures that nontrivial valuations of Ẽ are of heights ≤ d + 1. Note
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also that, under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3, Ẽ can be chosen so that
its valuation w̃ induced by w is nontrivial and non-p-Henselian. In view of
Remark 7.1, these observations simplify the proof of Theorem 1.3 and relate
(1.5) to the problem of classifying admissible Demushkin groups.

Theorem 1.3 allows one to view Theorem 1.1 (ii) as a generalization of
[14], Theorem 6.3 (ii). Observe now that the proof of Theorem 1.3 in case
w(E) ≤ R and the one of Lemma 7.2 do not require that r(p)E ≥ 3. Since,
by Proposition 3.4, the class of Demushkin groups of rank 2 is closed under
the formation of open subgroups, this enables one to obtain the following
result by adapting the proof of Theorem 1.3:

Proposition 7.4. Let (E,w) be a nontrivially valued field with r(p)E = 2,
for some p ∈ P (E), and suppose that G(E(p)/E) is a Demushkin group and
the field E′ = Eh(w) ∩ E(p) is different from E and E(p). Then:

(i) Eh(w) contains a primitive p-th root of unity, E′/E is a Zp-extension
and p /∈ P (Ê); in addition, if char(Ê) = p, then Ê is perfect;

(ii) ∆(w) 6= p∆(w) and wH is p-Henselian, for some H ∈ Isw(E); in
particular, w(E) is non-Archimedean.

It is not difficult to see that, for each Demushkin pro-p-group P of rank
2, there exists (E,w) satisfying the conditions of Proposition 7.4 with
G(E(p)/E) ∼= P . Note also that G(E(p)/E′) is a characteristic subgroup of
G(E(p)/E) unless P ∼= Z2

p. This follows from Galois theory and the fact
that E′ is the unique Zp-extension of E in E(p). Observe finally that the
(continuous) automorphism group of Z2

p acts transitively upon the set Ωp of
those closed subgroups Γ ≤ Z2

p, for which Z2
p/Γ ∼= Zp. This implies that if

P ∼= Z2
p and Γ ∈ Ωp, then Γ is a direct summand in Z2

p, Γ ∼= Zp and there
is an isomorphism P ∼= G(E(p)/E) which maps Γ upon G(E(p)/E′). Thus
Corollary 6.4 and Proposition 7.4, combined with Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and
1.3, completely describe the decomposition groups of admissible Demushkin
pro-p-groups of finite rank. The question of whether a field R, such that
G(R(p)/R) is a Demushkin group with r(p)R ∈ N, possesses a p-Henselian
valuation remains open. By [14], Proposition 9.4, the answer is affirmative,
if r(p)R = 2 and R contains a primitive p-th root of unity.
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